Em       B(Ebass)  Em
link it to yourself. Stretch it

distance to your home fades a

C       G(Dbass)  B(Dbass)
like a birth squeeze. The

way to nowhere

Em       B(Ebass)  Em
love for what you hide, the bitterness in

How much are you worth? You can't come down to

B(Ebass)  Em  C
side earth. You're swelling like the

up you're un
new born.

When you've

'stup able.

'Cause you've seen.

2\textsuperscript{nd}+3\textsuperscript{rd} (S) Gtr. 4 w/ Fig. 3 (x3)

found.

2\textsuperscript{nd}+3\textsuperscript{rd} (S) Gtr. 4 w/ Fig. 3 (x3)

seen.

Em

B (Ebass)

too

much

Em

C

G (D bass)

B (D bass)

Fig. 3

Gtr. 4 (solo)

& whammy pedal 3ve
Chorus

Em\(^5\)      A\(^5\)
Destroy the spine

Gtrs. 2+3

D

show me it's real

G\(^5\) C\(^++\)

B\(^<\)dim      Baug add\(^{11}\)
Wasting our last chance to come a way

B\(^+\)

Em\(^\#\)      A\(^5\) D
just break the silence, 'cause I'm
I'd wanna be, your freedom comes can't hate

Turn a thing.

Every thing about you resonates happiness.

Every thing about you is so easy to love.

no I won't watching set time from
for less.
above.

Chorus

C
Am
C/G

Give me

C
Am

all the peace and joy in your
E 1. N.C. Fm
mind. Ooh.

2. S. E C
I want the peace and

Am C/G
joy in your mind, give me the

To Coda

C Am E
peace and joy in your mind.
G7 \hspace{1cm} F^{\text{aug}}/A^\sharp \hspace{1cm} Bm \hspace{1cm} C

peace \hspace{1cm} will \hspace{1cm} a \hspace{1cm} rise

F^{\text{aug}} \hspace{1cm} B \hspace{1cm} D^{\text{aug}}

and \hspace{1cm} tear \hspace{1cm} us \hspace{1cm} a \hspace{1cm} part

E \hspace{1cm} P^{(5)}

and \hspace{1cm} make \hspace{1cm} us \hspace{1cm} mean \hspace{1cm} ing

\textit{To Coda} \hspace{1cm} B^{\text{aug}}

less \hspace{1cm} a \hspace{1cm} gain.
Verse 3:
You make us wanna die
I'd cut your name in my heart
We'll destroy this world for you
I know you want me to
Feel your pain.
(just to spit it in your face)

You know that I don't

You know that I don't

Chorus

want you, I love you,

and I never did.

Gtr 1 + 2
I don't want you, and I never will.

1.

Dm

Gtr. 2

Gtr. 1

Gtr. 2 cont. in slashes

2.

2. And you wanted more— Wash!

2 0 11 11 11
Citizen Erased
LYRICS & MUSIC BY MATTHEW BELLAMY

Intro
N.C.

Gtr. 1 (elec.) B=A†

† Restring with heavier gauge (> 0.56)

†† This harmonic is found midway between frets 2 and 3

1.

2.

† This harmonic found slightly above 3rd fret
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Verse

Am

G/A

1. Break me in,

2. Self expressed.

teach

exhaust-

1st Gtr. 2 (elec.)

Gtr. 1 w/fig. 1 (x4)

2nd play slashes w/delay fx + vol. swell

TAB:

F/A

E/A

Distortion

us to cheat for all

and to lie

TAB:

Am

G/A

and cover up

and to be

TAB:
your stage
with no feelings at all.

Open minded
I'm sure I used

to be so free.

To Coda 1.

Am  G  F  E  Gtr. 1

Am  G  F  E  Gtr. 3

mp

no dist.
Gtr. 1

Gtr. 2

Harmonics as intro

Solo

N.C.

† Pick harmonics to feedback then control with whammy pedal
D.S. al Coda

Φ Coda
Fmaj7

G

Gtrs. 1+2
Gtr. 3
w/ bar
w/ bar
w/ bar

Am
(2nd) Wash me away, clean your body of me.
Chorus

G

And my plug-in baby.

Bm/F#

crucifies my enemies. When I'm tired of giving.
Bm       F7\text{aug}       F7       G

plug-in baby in unbroken virgin real

G       D

- ities, is tired of living.
mine is gone.

and I've been in trouble.

Well. Ahh.
Verse

Dm
(Vocals B throughout)

Hands
Whim
(Verse 3+4 see block lyric)

Gm(E bass)

red
some
one

your blame.
I should have loved

Dm(F bass)  D(F# bass)  Gm

megaphone
screaming

Dm

weeping

name
above.

A7(C# bass)
Chorus

(Gm)  (D7b9)  (Gm)

seen

Gtr. 1 = Gtr. 2 (elec.)

Gtr. 2 with heavy distortion

what you're doing

(D7b9)
(Gm)

me.

De - stroy

(D7♭9)

(E7♭9)

(A♭dim)

- ing

pup - pet strings

to our

(A7sus4)

souls.
Verse 3:
Microwaves make me insane
A blade cuts into your brain.

Verse 4:
To sounds like a fork on a plate
Blackboard scratched with hate.
Verse

1. Who's so phoney and always surround
2. Hide from the mirror the cracks and the mem

Stop

.Hide
your screaming

from your family

they won't know

Gm(maj7)
can hear.
you now.

All the scars

For the holes

E^6

on your skin:

in our souls

"Post host

no

no hills."

thrills.

D7/C

G/B

D7

TAB

3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 0 4 4 0 3 3 3 0 4 4 0

TAB

6 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 5 7 5 7 5 7 5 7 6

TAB

5 7 5 7 5 3 7 5 7 3 5 7 8 7 5 7 5 4 5 7
Chorus

G(D\text{bass})       B(D\text{bass})

Who you

Em were was so

G(D\text{bass})       B(D\text{bass})

beau

Em ti ful, re mem ber

Em
Feeling Good
LYRICS & MUSIC BY LESLIE BRICUSSE & ANTHONY NEWLEY

Intro

Verse

1. Birds flying high, you know how I feel.
2. Fish in the sun, you know how I feel.
(Verse 3 see block lyric)

Sun in the sky, you know how I feel.
River running free, you know how I feel.
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Blossom in the trees
you know how I feel.

It's a new dawn...
It's a new day...
It's a new life for

and I'm feeling good.

L.H. doubled by dist. bass grn. 8ve
N.C.

Dragonflies all out in the sun, you know what I mean, don't you know.

Butterflies are all having fun, you know what I mean. Sleep
Verse 3:
Stars when you shine, you know how I feel
Scent of the pine, you know how I feel
Yeah, freedom is mine
And you know how I feel
It's a new dawn, it's a new day, it's a new life for me.
Dark Shines

LYRICS & MUSIC BY MATTHEW BELLAMY

Intro

Gtr. 1 (elec.)

Dm

mf

\[ \text{TAB} \]

5 7 8 7 5 4 7 5 3

A7

\[ \text{TAB} \]

2 3 2 4 2 4 1 1 0 1 0 2 5

\[ \text{TAB} \]

7 9 10 9 7 12

Verse

Dsus4

Dm

A7

1. Passing by

2. Holding your hands

you light up my darkest skies.

up to your eyes again.

\[ \text{mp} \]

let ring

2nd ad lib.

\[ \text{TAB} \]

2 3 3 1 3 1 0 2
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You'll take only seconds to draw me
hide from the scary scenes to suppress your

fears.

So be mine.

and your innocence

I will consume

Gtr. 2 (elev.) w/ heavy dist.
Could someone tell me please.

long

before I disturb you in the dark.

The good news is she can’t have come at a

price and won’t accept gifts from me.

babies, that I am not prepared to pay.

What are they for? They’ll just
Will someone tell me please?

Chorus

Take off your disguise.
I know that underneath it's me.

1.

Ooh.
New Born
Bliss
Space Dementia
Hyper Music
Plug In Baby
Citizen Erased
Micro Cuts
Screenager
Dark Shines
Feeling Good
Megalomania